
As the co-founder of the atmospheric and award-
winning stable of Black Sheep Restaurants, Syed
Asim Hussain is a master at crafting distinctively
vivid experiences around sumptuous meals.

SYED ASIM HUSSAIN

Anywhere and Here
Synthesizing the worlds of travel and music, we’ve
invited tastemakers known for curating fantastical
spaces to curate summer playlists inspired by the
place they’re in—and a place they want to visit.



A cherished travel memory?
My best friend from school and I have been traveling
together and we are now in the garden of Fede’s
mother’s house in a valley in Panzano, 50 miles south
of Florence (pictured). She is cooking dinner as the
sun is going down, but it has been a long drive, so
Fede fixes us a snack picking tomoatoes, chilli and
basel from the garden and grabs fresh mozzarella
from the kitchen made from the milk of the cows that
roam their fields. He slices it all up and tops it with
their own small-production olive oil and salt. Total
bliss.
 
An unforgettable place you’ll like to visit if 
you could?
Gilgit in the north of Pakistan. My mother is from the
north, but Gilgit is even further into the mountains
than her hometown and I think it is one of the most
picturesque and unspoilt places on earth. It looks like
Switzerland but even more beautiful.
 
The last song you listened to and loved?
I’ve been listening to a lot of the origins of hip-hop
for a new restaurant soundtrack and have not been
able to get ‘The Message,’ by Grandmaster Flash &
The Furious Five, out of my head.
 
If you could have any musician or band play
for you in private, who would it be?
The maestro sulfi signer Abida Parveen. You don’t
have to understand the language to understand her
music, she sings to your soul.
 
This playlist transports you to…
A 10-day road trip across Sicily. These were some of
the songs I listened to on repeat that summer while
discovering yet another beautiful part of my favorite
country to travel to.

Listen to the playlist here

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5vZhtET6xBa1OavcEn5Gy1?si=T1RAUqC_R_CC4BjV_5hrCg
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4CrRXLub9TKSRPDVKfHv17?si=i9eKRpcOSCWr5uEJTxMDug

